Hörmann ProMatic Akku Garage Door Operator

All the advantages of Hörmann's rail-guided garage door operator now also for garages without electricity

- Solar module for comfortable recharging
- Compact dimensions
  Easy transport
- Power for up to 40 days
  Easy overnight recharging
- Boom-guided operation
  Patented door latching

(0800) 525442
www.thegaragedoorcentre.co.uk
Operating comfort without mains connection
Just press a button to open the garage, even without mains connection in your garage. With ProMatic Akku you have your power source in the direct vicinity of the drive unit. Enjoy the operating comfort without the need to recharge the accumulator for up to 40 days.

Easy accumulator recharge
Shortly before the accumulator gets discharged, an audible signal will be given. Similar to the recharging of a cellular phone, you just have to connect the accumulator to a power outlet via the charging unit which is included in the scope of supply. The accumulator will be fully recharged overnight and your door drive is ready for operation again. A spare accumulator is available optionally.

Comfortable recharging by a solar module
No manual recharging of the accumulator is required when using the optional solar module which can be easily mounted at or on the garage.

Suitable for up-and-over and sectional doors
The ProMatic Akku garage door operator fits all standard up-and-over and sectional doors - all makes, old and new.

Solar module
NEW
Optional
Including connecting hardware, 10 m cable and charge controller
Dimensions: 300 x 400 mm

** based on 4 cycles per day and an ambient temperature of 20°C
*** depending on the charging condition

Flexible fitting
Using the 5 m cable, you may place the accumulator almost anywhere in your garage, either mounted on the wall, on the floor or directly at the door's guide rail. The accumulator comes with a special holding bracket and all connecting hardware.

Should your garage not have a second access door, then an external emergency release must be provided.

If you need professional advice – contact us!

** For warranty conditions, specifications and further information about Hörmann's garage door operators see www.hoermann.com

ProMatic Akku garage door operator

Suitability
For garage doors with a door leaf size of up to 8 m² or a width of 3000 mm.
Pull and push force: 350 Nm

Accumulator
Capacity: approx. 40 days**
Charging time: 5 - 10 h***
Weight: 8.8 kg
Dimensions: 330 x 220 x 115 mm

Scope of supply
Drive unit
Dual-button hand transmitter
Accumulator with charging unit
5 m cable
Accumulator bracket, fitting material

Solar module
NEW
Optional
Including connecting hardware, 10 m cable and charge controller
Dimensions: 300 x 400 mm

** based on 4 cycles per day and an ambient temperature of 20°C
*** depending on the charging condition